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Master Mobile  is the front-end mobile application by Mastertrust for mobiles that allows a trader to
perform several trading functions that include: 

● Real-time market data of individual contracts and market indices.
● Support for multiple exchanges (NSE, BSE, and MCX) and segments (Equity, F&O, 

Currency,Commodity).
● Various types of orders - Normal Buy/Sell, Cover Order, AMO.
● View Order History, Trades and Positions report.
● View Stock Holdings and Accounts.

1. Getting Started
There are two layers of security: - login password and two factor authentication.



1.1. Login to Master Mobile
Below is the password policy: -

● Password must have alphanumeric characters.
● Password gets locked after three wrong attempts.
● To unlock your account in case it gets locked due to multiple wrong attempts, contact admin.
● To retrieve forgotten password, touch on “forgot password”. You will get a temporary password 

through email. Use the temporary password to login and reset password.

1.2. Two Factor Authentication
Please note that your account would get locked after three wrong attempts. To unlock, contact admin.



2. Watchlist

2.1. Add Instruments
To add instruments, start typing instrument symbol or company name in the search box. The search will 
show recommendations based on your input. Select the instrument you want to add. 



Search needs minimum 2 characters to show recommendations. You can learn using search on your own 
by trying various combinations of text inputs, or you can try with the following texts. 

Search by symbol Type ‘axi’ in search box, you will see search recommendations for 
all instruments containing ‘AXI’ such as ‘AXISBANK’, ‘AXISCADES’, 
‘AXISGOLD’, etc

Search by company name Type ‘aurobindo’, you will see ‘AUROPHARMA’
Search futures & options Type these texts one by one ‘nifty fut’, ‘accfut’,  ‘accce’, ‘accpe’, 

‘acc<month>’, ‘acc<strike price>
Search currency Type ‘usd’, ‘usdfut’, ‘usdce’, ‘usd<month>
Search commodities Type ‘cru ‘, you will see all the instruments related to crude oil

2.2. Toolset
When you hover over any instrument in your watchlist, you will see icons for market depth, open charts, 
buy & sell orders, and remove an instrument from the watchlist.

2.2.1. Market Depth
Market depth shows following information: -
Field Description
Buyers, Sellers Total number of buyers and sellers with best bid 

and ask prices respectively
BPrice, SPrice Best bid and ask prices respectively. Bid prices 

decrease and ask prices increase with depth 
Qty Respective quantities for best bid and sell prices
TBQ, TSQ Sum of all quantities for bids and asks 

respectively
OHLC Open, high, low and close prices



2.2.2. Charts, News, Alerts& Scrip info – All at one place
The navigation has been designed such that you would find all the information related to an instrument 
at one place. While chart gives you a lot of powerful tools for technical analysis, news brings all the latest
news related to the company from most popular news websites. Alerts help you get notifications when a 
price condition is satisfied.

2.2.3. Buy & Sell Instruments

Buy order: -



Sell order: -



2.3. Multiple Watchlists

Toggle between the number icons to switch between different watchlists. The name of the watchlist 
appears on the left side. To rename, touch on the watchlist name.

3. Orders
3.1. Supported Order Types

3.1.1. Market Order
Place market order to buy or sell order at best available price in the market.Mostly, a market order gets 
executed instantly because its matching order is already in the queue.

3.1.2. Limit Order
Place limit order to buy or sell at a pre-determined price.A limit order remains in the list of pending 
orders until it finds a matching order at limit price. 

3.1.3. SL and SLM Orders
Place stop loss order to avoid loss (beyond a desired level) bythe order which hasbeen already placed. 
Stop loss is a conditional order, where condition is the price level or ‘trigger price’ at which at which it 
becomes active and starts acting as a normal order. 



Consider a case when you have placed a buy order for 100, and you do not want your loss to go beyond 
10. You can place a stop loss sell order with a trigger price of 90. Above 90, stop loss orders will remain 
inactive. When market price goes at or below 90, stop loss order will become like a normal sell order. 
Stop loss order could be limit or market order. This means when the trigger price is reached, it could 
become limit or market order as specified in the order form.

3.1.4. Cover Order
Place cover order to place stop loss order compulsorily with market order. Cover order is atwo-leg order, 
where one leg is market order and second leg is stop loss order.
When you place a cover order, first market order is triggered and executed (exceptions apart). Following 
it, stop loss order is placed.

3.1.5. After Market Order
Place after market order if you do not find time to trade during market hours. Rest same, AMO is allowed
only during non-market hours. AMO can be modified or cancelled before market hour. After trading 
starts, it becomes a normal order and conditions apply as per normal order.

3.1.6. Bracket Order
Place bracket order to enter into a position along with a target and a stop loss. Basically, it is 
cover order (two-leg) plus a target or exit (third leg)

3.2. Supported Product Types
To select product type, use buy/sell order form and choose one of NRML, MIS or CNC.
To change product type when the order is pending, go to Pending Orders tab> hover on status >touch on 
Modify order. 
To change product type after the order is executed, go to Positions tab > open position detail >touch on 
Convert Position.

3.3. Order Validity

Order Validity is DAY and IOC. GTC and GTD order validity is not supported in Master Mobile
To switch to from DAY  to immediate or Cancel (IOC), toggle the button towards IOC, and vice-versa.

3.4. Order History
3.4.1. Pending Orders

To see pending orders, go to Orders tab in top navigation bar. Go to Pending tab. You will see following 
fields, icons and tags – 

Field or (Icon) Description
(Icon) A green or red square Green stands for buy order and redfor sell order
Symbol Instrument symbol and exchange namee.g. RELIANCE-EQ NSE

Type MKT stands for Market, LMT for Limit, SL for Stop Loss Limit, SLM 
for Stop Loss Market, CO for Cover Order, and AMO for After Market
Order

Qty Filled and total quantity in X/Y format e.g. If 1/10, 1 is filled quantity
and 10 is total quantity

Price Shows for limit orders only
Time e.g. 14:38:52
Status OPEN stands for pending orders, TRIGGER PENDING for stop loss 



orders, and AMO RECEIVED, AMO MODIFIED for after-market orders
(Icon) Filter It’s located below all the orders. You can search by instrument 

name, order type and status. e.g. ACC, MIS, OPEN.

To sort the orders, touch on the fields (symbol, Qty, Price or Time).
To modify, cancel orders or see order details, hover over the status button (such as OPEN). You will see
Details It shows all the above plus some additional information – trigger 

price, client id, order id, exchange order id and average price.
Modify order Order type, product type, price, trigger price, quantity and 

disclosed quantity can be modified. There are certain restrictions on
modification of cover orders.

Cancel order Orders that are cancelled are moved from Pending to Completed 
orders

3.4.2. Completed Orders

To see pending orders, go to Orders tab in top navigation bar. Go to Pending tab. You will see following 
fields, icons and tags – 

Field or (Icon) Description
(Icon) A green or red square Green stands for buy order and red for sell order
Symbol Instrument symbol and exchange name e.g. RELIANCE-EQ NSE



Type MKT stands for Market, LMT for Limit, SL for Stop Loss Limit, SLM 
for Stop Loss Market, CO for Cover, and AMO for After Market

Qty Filled and total quantity in X/Y format e.g. If 1/10, 1 is filled quantity
and 10 is total quantity

Price Shows for limit orders only
Time e.g. 14:38:52
Status COMPLETE stands for executed orders, REJECTED for orders 

rejected by exchange, CANCELLED for orders cancelled by client 
(you), and AMO CANCELLED, AMO REJECTED for after-market 
orders

(Icon) Filter It’s located below all the orders. You can search by instrument 
name, order type and status. e.g. ACC, MIS, COMPLETE.

To sort the orders, touch on the fields (symbol, Qty, Price or Time).

3.5. Order Alterations
Order can be modified or altered from the pending orders.

4. Portfolio – Positions, Holdings & Cash Summary
4.1. Positions

4.1.1. Day/Net Positions
To view day or net positions, go to Portfolio tab > go to Positions tab.



4.1.2. Convert/Exit Positions
To convert or exit position, go to Portfolio tab > go to Positions tab > select position detail >touch on 
Convert/Exit Position.

4.2. Holdings
4.2.1. T1 & T2 Holdings

To view T1/T2 holdings, go to Portfolio tab > go to Holdings tab.

4.3. Cash Summary
To see cash details of your equity and commodity accounts, go to Portfolio tab >go to Cash tab. 

5. Market Scanners
Scanners help you find the instruments which have been performing or non-performing. At present, top 
gainers, losers and most active instruments are shown. We would soon launch more scanners. 

6. Alerts
6.1.1. Adding Alerts

To add alerts, go to any scrip and touch on chart icon. Above the chart, you would see an alert icon. 
Touch on the icon to set alerts.
<IMAGE>



6.1.2. Managing Alerts
To pause, resume, edit or remove an alert, go to Alerts in the top navigation panel. 

7. Charts
You can do a plenty of analysis using charts. The following list gives a summary of chart tools.
Properties Description Number
Timeframes To select interval of 1 min, 5 min, 1 hour, 1 day, etc
Starred timeframes To star mark frequently used interval so that they are easy to

select
Market indicators To apply market studies on chart
Drawing tools To use Trendline, Fibonacci arcs or other drawing tools
Chart types To select candle, area, line, etc
Compare charts To compare two charts
Full screen To switch to full screen
Snapshot To take a snapshot of chart
Move/hide volume bars To move volume bars up or down, or to hide/unhide them 
OHLC Open, High, Low, Close
Custom chart 
appearance

To customize chart and scale properties

Scale properties To customize scale properties
Chart data volume To load more data such as up to 6 months or 1 year
Time zone To change time zone

8. Account Settings
8.1. Profile Info

To see profile information, touch on account icon>touch on Profile.

8.2. Change Password
To change password, touch on account icon >touch on Profile>touch on Edit Password.



You will see a message when your password is changed successfully.

9. Funds
To add funds to your account, go to Portfolio tab > go to Holdings tab >Touch on Pay In.

10. Notifications
You get two kinds of notifications: - order and price alerts.
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